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Schlemm’s canal (SC) is a specialized vascular structure in the eye that functions to drain aqueous humor from the intraocular
chamber into systemic circulation. Dysfunction of SC has been proposed to underlie increased aqueous humor outflow (AHO)
resistance, which leads to elevated ocular pressure, a factor for glaucoma development in humans. Here, using lymphatic and
blood vasculature reporter mice, we determined that SC, which originates from blood vessels during the postnatal period,
acquires lymphatic identity through upregulation of prospero homeobox protein 1 (PROX1), the master regulator of lymphatic
development. SC expressed lymphatic valve markers FOXC2 and integrin α9 and exhibited continuous vascular endothelial–
cadherin (VE-cadherin) junctions and basement membrane, similar to collecting lymphatics. SC notably lacked luminal valves
and expression of the lymphatic endothelial cell markers podoplanin and lymphatic vessel endothelial hyaluronan receptor 1
(LYVE-1). Using an ocular puncture model, we determined that reduced AHO altered the fate of SC both during development
and under pathologic conditions; however, alteration of VEGF-C/VEGFR3 signaling did not modulate SC integrity and identity.
Intriguingly, PROX1 expression levels linearly correlated with SC functionality. For example, PROX1 expression was reduced
or undetectable under pathogenic conditions and in deteriorated SCs. Collectively, our data indicate that PROX1 is an accurate
and reliable biosensor of SC integrity and identity.

Introduction

Schlemm’s canal (SC) is an endothelium-lined vascular channel
that encircles the margin of the cornea and drains aqueous humor,
which is produced in the ciliary body and supplies the cornea and
lens with nutrients through collector channels into the circulation
(1, 2). SC is a conventional aqueous humor outflow (AHO) pathway accounting for the majority of AHO and is responsible for
appropriate resistance against it to maintain a balance between
the secretion and drainage of aqueous humor, thereby controlling
intraocular pressure (IOP) (3, 4). Uveoscleral tract, which includes
the extracellular spaces within the iris, the ciliary muscle (CM),
and sclera, is an unconventional AHO pathway and covers the
egression of remaining aqueous humor (~20% in human, ~80%
in mice) (5, 6). In physiologic conditions, conventional AHO is
largely proportional to pressure, although unconventional AHO is
relatively pressure independent (5). On the other hand, when the
resistance of SC increases with age and disease reduces conventional AHO, IOP is elevated, thereby sometimes leading to irreversible ocular nerve damage and glaucoma (7).
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Lymphatic vessels (LVs) are lined by a single layer of lymphatic endothelial cells (LECs) and are responsible for draining
tissue fluid into the circulation (8, 9). LECs are differentiated from
blood endothelial cells (BECs) during early development, and the
homeodomain transcription factor prospero homeobox protein 1
(Prox1) controls the BEC-to-LEC differentiation process. Notably,
endothelial cell (EC) fate is found to be astonishingly plastic; ectopic expression of Prox1 in BECs induces lymphatic reprograming,
while Prox1 deletion in LECs results in regaining of BEC fate in
both embryonic and postnatal settings, labeling Prox1 as the master regulator for lymphatic cell-fate specification (8–12).
SC displays some important features found in LVs. Although
originating from and directly connected to the blood vascular system, normal SC is devoid of blood-borne cells, such as red blood
cells (13). SC controls the ocular tissue fluid homeostasis and tissue pressure by functioning as a major draining channel. Furthermore, the junction between SC ECs and trabecular meshwork
(TM) is composed of a specialized tethering structure, which is
responsible for providing an appropriate pressure gradient across
the inner wall of an SC to maintain the integrities of SC ECs, thereby providing a tissue pressure-sensing/responding mechanism,
such as anchoring filaments for LVs (14–16).
Despite SC’s critical functions, its organogenesis and cell-fate–
specification mechanism remain unclear. Here, we report that SC
ECs, initially BECs, are postnatally respecified to acquire lymphatic
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Figure 1. SC drains out aqueous humor into BVs and exhibits lymphatic markers but does not perfectly match the features of terminally differentiated
LVs. (A) Schematic diagram of cornea showing SC (light green), AV (dark green), limbal LVs (light blue), and BVs (red). The square portion, immunostained
and highly magnified, is shown in B. (B and C) Image and schematic diagram showing Prox1-GFP+ SC, AV, and CD31+ BV networks. Dashed lines demarcate
limbal LV and AV, while dashed arrows indicate the AHO from SC into BVs. (D) H&E staining of corneal limbus in section. Arrow indicates SC. (E) Crosssectioned image showing Prox1-GFP+ SC, PDGFR-β+ TM, and α-SMA+ CM in corneal limbus. (F) Perfused red fluorescent microbeads (diameter, 1 μm) in
Prox1-GFP+ SC. Prox1-GFP mice were given 0.5 μl of the microbeads by intraocular injection; sample was harvested after 1 hour. (G) Image showing VEGFR3
expression in CD31+ SC. (H) Cross-sectioned image showing Itga9 (arrowhead), CD31+ SC, and α-SMA+ CM in corneal limbus. Magnification of the square
portion is shown in the top right corner. (I) Comparison of expression and distribution of endomucin between SC (left panel) and limbal LVs (right panel).
Arrows indicate limbal veins, while arrowheads indicate limbal artery. (J–L) Comparisons of expressions and distributions of podoplanin, VE-cadherin,
Prox1-GFP, LYVE-1, and collagen IV+ basement membrane between SC (upper panels) and limbal LVs (lower panels). Dashed lines demarcate SC or limbal
LVs (I–L).The square portions are magnified on the right. Scale bars: 100 μm; 20 μm (enlarged squares).

phenotypes by the upregulation of Prox1. We uncovered that AHO,
but not VEGF-C/VEGFR3 signaling, is essential for the development and maintenance of SC integrity. Moreover, our pathology
mimicking models with disrupted AHO manifested impairments

in SC development as well as losses of its lymphatic characteristics.
Above all, we detected synchronous fluctuations of Prox1 expression in SC with the changes of SC integrity and lymphatic characteristics, indicating Prox1 as a biosensor of SC integrity and identity.
jci.org   Volume 124   Number 9   September 2014
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Results

SC expresses the lymphatic-specific transcriptional factor Prox1. We
first examined whether SC is detectable with lymphatic and blood
vascular markers in the whole-mounted and cross-sectioned corneas of Prox1-GFP reporter mice (17). We confirmed that Prox1
was highly expressed in the CD31+ SC and limbal LVs and moderately expressed in aqueous veins (AVs), which act as collecting
channels between SC and episcleral blood vessels (BVs) (Figure 1,
A–D, and Supplemental Video 1; supplemental material available
online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI75392DS1). The Prox1+ SC
was readily distinguishable from the PDGFRβ+ TM and α-SMA+
CM (Figure 1E). A bead passage assay revealed that the AHO
could be traced within the Prox1+ SC (Figure 1F). The SC also
expressed VEGFR3 and endomucin, a venous EC marker (18), but
lacked the expression of differentiated LEC markers, podoplanin
and lymphatic vessel endothelial hyaluronan receptor 1 (LYVE-1)
(19–21), whereas limbal LVs highly expressed podoplanin and
LYVE-1 (Figure 1, G–K). In addition, SC showed segmental heterogeneities: the portion of SC adjacent to the bifurcation of long
posterior ciliary arteries (LPCAs) displayed lower expressions of
Prox1 and VEGFR3 and weaker drainage capacity (49%, 42%, and
84%, respectively), but stronger expression of vWF (3.6-fold), and
was lacking α-SMA+ CM compared with the SC located in other
regions (Supplemental Figure 1, A–D). Importantly, SC displayed
2 structural features of collecting lymphatics: zipper-like continuous vascular endothelial–cadherin (VE-cadherin) junctions
(22) and collagen IV+ basement membrane (ref. 23 and Figure 1,
K and L). In contrast, the limbal LVs (capillaries) demonstrated
button-like discontinuous VE-cadherin junctions without basement membrane investment (Figure 1, K and L). Interestingly,
however, the ECs of SC expressed the lymphatic valve markers
Foxc2 (Supplemental Figure 2, A and B, and ref. 24) and integrin
α9 (Itga9) (Figure 1H and ref. 25), even though SC did not have
luminal valves in its lumen according to our observations of the
blood regurgitation from BVs to SC following an ocular puncture
(Supplemental Figure 3, A and B). Thus, SC is a unique vascular
structure composed of collecting LV-like assembly of ECs, which
can be detected with Prox1.
SC acquires lymphatic signatures during postnatal development.
To elucidate how SC is formed, we examined the morphological
changes of primitive SCs and their expression patterns of angiogenic (or lymphangiogenic) growth factor receptors during postnatal development. Initial endothelial buds of SC derived from
choroidal veins (CVs) were detected at P1 (Figure 2A). The CVs
expressed VEGFR2, VEGFR3, and Tie2, and these expressions
were retained in the ECs of primitive SC at P1 (Figure 2, A and B).
At P4, the ECs of elongated primitive SC became fused and separated from the CVs with the start of Prox1 expression (Figure 2A).
However, Sox18, an upstream inducer of Prox1 in the cardinal vein
(Supplemental Figure 4A and ref. 26), was not detected in the ECs
of SC at P1 and P4 (Supplemental Figure 4B). To trace the development of SC, we performed a serial intravital imaging of the SC
in Prox1-GFP mice. Active sprouting from preexisting SC was
still detected at P7–P8 (Supplemental Figure 5), and the SC area
grew gradually until 2 months of age (Figure 2, A and B). Moreover, while Prox1 expression rapidly and concomitantly increased
with VEGFR3 in SC from P4 to adulthood, the expressions of BV
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markers VEGFR2 and Tie2 gradually decreased (Figure 2, A and
B). Additionally, we evaluated the temporal change of Foxc2
expression in SC compared with that in limbal LVs. In the limbal
LVs, Foxc2 was expressed in the developing LECs at P7 and in the
lymphatic valves after P14 (Supplemental Figure 2A). Although
the initial endothelial bud of SC lacked Foxc2 expression, Foxc2
expression emerged around P7 (Supplemental Figure 2B). Intriguingly, some Prox1+ SC ECs were devoid of Foxc2 expression until
adulthood, but for ECs that expressed Foxc2, it was mainly colocated with the expression of Prox1 (Supplemental Figure 2B).
Collectively, primitive SC acquires lymphatic phenotype through
lymphatic reprogramming, which we speculate to be activated by
a certain stimulus during postnatal development.
AHO regulates morphogenesis and lymphatic fate of SC during
development. We hypothesized that the initiation (and increase) of
AHO through SC might be a major factor for its growth and Prox1
expression during development. To address the effect of AHO on
SC development, we utilized an ocular puncture model (Figure 2C).
To reduce the AHO through SC, eyes were punctured daily from
P5, causing an artificial leakage of aqueous humor through the
puncture (Figure 2C). After the puncture of the eye, IOP dropped
by 34% compared with the contralateral sham-operated eye (hereafter called “control eye”) (Figure 2D). As a result, the SC area, the
protein and mRNA levels of PROX1, and the VEGFGR3 protein level in SC at P7 decreased by 61%, 69%, 74%, and 68%, respectively, in the punctured eye compared with the control eye (Figure 2,
E–G). In addition, the reduction of AHO by a single puncture
decreased the PH3+ proliferating ECs by 57%, while it increased
the caspase-3+ apoptotic ECs by 5.2-fold at P6 in the growing SC
of the punctured eye compared with that of control eye (Figure 3,
A–C). Furthermore, a long-term reduction of AHO and subsequently decreased IOP induced by punctures from P4 to P14 also
reduced the SC area (58%) and Prox1 expression (70%) (Supplemental Figure 6, A–D). In addition, we applied Cosopt from P5–P7,
a drug that is conventionally used for lowering IOP in glaucoma
patients by inhibiting aqueous humor production in the ciliary body
(27) (a combined agent of β-adrenergic receptor inhibitor and carbonic anhydrase inhibitor), as an alternative method to decrease
IOP (16% at P7) to confirm our findings with the ocular puncture
model. Similar to the findings of the ocular puncture model, the
SC area and protein and mRNA levels of PROX1 were reduced by
21%, 54%, and 47%, respectively, at P7 compared with the control eye (Figure 3, F–I). Conversely, to increase AHO during SC
development, eyes were injected with donor aqueous humor once
at P6. We found that the IOP was significantly elevated by 1 hour
after the injection compared with the contralateral sham-operated eye (control eye), but returned to baseline IOP after 24 hours
(Figure 3J). Consequently, the SC area was increased by 11% at
P7 in the injected eye compared with the control eye (Figure 3, K
and L). Also, the SC in the injected eye tended to have increased
PROX1 and VEGFR3 protein levels, but without any significance
(Figure 3, K and M). These findings support the hypothesis that
incremental AHO positively regulates the development of SC.
Analysis of the molecular basis of AHO-mediated lymphatic reprograming in SC. We therefore investigated the molecular mechanisms underlying the flow-mediated lymphatic reprograming in SC
ECs. Among a number of genes regulated by flow (Supplemental
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Figure 2. Acquisition of lymphatic characteristics in SC dependent on AHO during postnatal development. Unless otherwise noted, for the bar graphs, the
quantification of the control group was normalized to 100%, from which the quantifications of other groups were calculated. (A and B) Temporal changes
and quantifications of SC area and expression of Prox1, VEGFR2, VEGFR3, and Tie2 in SC during postnatal development. Dashed lines indicate the buds of
SC derived from the CVs. Arrowheads demarcate the remnant communication between SC and CVs. Mean ± SD are shown (n = 4). Scale bars: 50 μm. For the
quantifications, the group with the highest value was normalized to 100%, from which the relative values of other groups are shown. (C) Schematic diagram
showing generation of the ocular puncture. Upper panel: a puncture on the sclera through 31-gauge syringe needle; lower panel: reduction of AHO achieved
by leakage through the puncture. (D–G) Images and comparisons of the SC between the punctured eyes (puncture) and the sham-operated control eyes.
Eyes were punctured from P5 to P6, and the corneas were harvested at P7. (D) Comparison of IOP. Each group, n = 4–5. (E) Images showing Prox1+, Prox1GFP+, or VEGFR3+ cells in CD31+ SC. Arrowheads indicate the remnant communication between SC and CVs. Scale bars: 100 μm. (F and G) Comparisons of
relative area and expressions of Prox1, Prox1-GFP, and VEGFR3 in SC. Each group, n = 4–5. *P < 0.05 versus control.
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Figure 3. AHO determines the expansion of SC ECs during postnatal development. Unless otherwise noted, the relative SC area and expression in control
was normalized to 100%, from which the relative expressions of other groups were calculated. n = 4, each group. (A–E) Images and comparisons of the SC
between punctured eyes and control eyes. Eyes were punctured at P6 and harvested at P7. (A and D) Images showing the expression of PH3, caspase-3,
Klf4, and Prox1 in SC. (B, C, and E) Comparison of numbers of PH3+ cells and caspase-3+ cells, and relative expressions of Klf4 and Prox1 in SC. (F–I) Eyes of
WT and Prox1-GFP mice were treated with control buffer (control) or Cosopt (B&C) daily from P5 to P7, and corneas were harvested at P7. (F) Comparison
of IOP. (G) Images showing expression of Prox1-GFP and Prox1 in SC. (H and I) Comparison of relative SC area and expression of Prox1-GFP and Prox1. (J–M)
Images and comparisons of the SC between injected eyes (injection) and sham-operated eyes (control). Eyes were injected with donor aqueous humor
at P6 and harvested at P7. (J) Comparison of IOP. (K) Images showing Prox1 and VEGFR3 expression in SC. (L and M) Comparison of relative SC area and
expression of Prox1 and VEGFR3 in SC. Scale bars: 50 μm. *P < 0.05 versus control.

Table 1), Klf4, which was previously identified as a key shear stress–
responsive transcription factor (28), attracted our attention as it was
also highly upregulated in our RNA-Seq analyses. Accordingly, we
confirmed the Klf4 expression in the nuclei of corneal epithelium
(29) and ECs of SC, limbal BVs, and limbal LVs at P5, and, importantly, Klf4 expression was found to precede Prox1 expression in
SC (Supplemental Figure 6E), indicating a possible existence of
flow before the completion of lymphatic differentiation of SC. This
relationship between Klf4 and Prox1 was confirmed with an in vivo
ocular puncture model that showed that the expressions of Klf4
3964
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and Prox1 concomitantly decreased by 73% and 72%, respectively,
in the punctured eye compared with the control eye (Figure 3, D
and E). Moreover, the reduction of AHO caused by punctures in the
earlier postnatal period (P3 to P5) retarded SC development, resulting in a 53% reduction in the SC area and 64% and 62% decreased
expressions of Prox1 and Klf4, respectively, in the punctured eye
compared with the control eye (Supplemental Figure 6, F–H).
We questioned whether the shear stress–responsive transcription factor Klf4 may play a role in the AHO-mediated Prox1
upregulation. We first confirmed that laminar flow (~2 dyne/cm2)
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Figure 4. VEGF-C/VEGFR3 system plays a crucial role in the early development of SC. (A–C) β-Gal staining of corneas in VEGF-C–β-gal knockin reporter
mice (Vegfc+/LacZ) at P1 and 1 month. Robust VEGF-C expression in superficial layer of cornea (white arrowhead) and iris (black arrowhead) at P1 is shown,
while rarer VEGF-C expression in TM (black arrow) and iris (black arrowhead) at 1 month is shown. (D) Prox1 and CD31 staining of SC ECs in Vegfc+/LacZ and
Vegfc+/+ mice during postnatal development. Arrowheads indicate buddings of SC ECs. Arrows indicate holes in SC, which denote defects of tubular fusion.
(E and F) Comparisons of relative area and Prox1 expression of SC. The area and Prox1 expression of Vegfc+/+ at 1 month was set as 100%, respectively.
n = 4, each group. *P < 0.05 versus Vegfc+/+. (G and H) Mice were i.p. given sVEGFR3 (25 mg/kg) daily from P1 to P6 and designated as control Fc and
sVEGFR3; corneas were harvested at P7. (G) Image showing CD31+ SC ECs. (H) Comparison of relative SC area. The quantification of control Fc group was
normalized to 100%, from which the quantifications of other groups were calculated. n = 4, each group. *P < 0.05 versus control Fc. Scale bars: 100 μm.

efficiently upregulated Klf4 expression in cultured postnatal
human dermal BECs and LECs within 12 hours (Supplemental
Figure 7A). However, this specific in vitro experimental condition neither activated Prox1 expression in postnatal BECs, nor
altered the expression level of Prox1 in postnatal LECs (Supplemental Figure 7A). Consequently, because 2 previous genomewide ChIP studies (30, 31) have suggested a possible binding of
Klf4 to the Prox1 gene, we next questioned whether KLF4 protein could bind to putative Prox1 enhancer regions. Indeed, our

ChIP-PCR analyses revealed that 12-hour–long laminar flow
could physically associate KLF4 protein with a putative enhancer area (chr1:212,229,489–212,229,614) in the first intron of the
Prox1 gene of BECs (Supplemental Figure 7B), indicating that
KLF4 protein is recruited to the Prox1 regulatory region in BECs
under the shear stress condition. Despite this protein/DNA interaction, however, adenoviral overexpression of Klf4 did not turn
on the expression of Prox1 in BECs (Supplemental Figure 7C).
Moreover, we cloned the Klf4-binding area of the Prox1 gene in
jci.org   Volume 124   Number 9   September 2014
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Figure 5. Reduced AHO induces loss of lymphatic feature in SC ECs, leading to EndMT. (A–E) Images and comparisons of SC between punctured eyes and
sham-operated control eyes. Eyes were punctured daily for 7 days, and corneas were harvested at day 7. (A) Comparison of IOP. n = 4–5, each group.
(B and C) Images and comparisons of expressions of Prox1, VEGFR3, vWF, and Klf4 in the CD31+ ECs of SC. n = 4–5, each group. The quantification of control group was normalized to 100%, from which the quantifications of other groups were calculated. (D and E) Images and comparisons of mesenchymal
markers α-SMA, FSP-1, vimentin, and desmin in CD31+ SC ECs. Solid-line square is magnified on the right, which reveals α-SMA expression in the CD31+ EC
of SC (white arrows). Arrowheads indicate expression of FSP-1, vimentin, and desmin in CD31+ SC ECs, respectively. n = 4–5, each group. (F) Lineage-tracing
study in which Prox1-CreERT2 R26mTmG mice were treated with tamoxifen 3 times from 8 weeks. Then eyes were punctured daily for 7 days, and corneas
were harvested at day 7. Solid-line square is magnified in the bottom right corner. Arrows indicate coexpression of FSP-1 in GFP+ SC ECs. *P < 0.05 versus
control. Scale bars: 100 μm; 20 μm (enlarged squares).

the pGL3-promoter vector to assess the capability of Klf4 to activate the luciferase reporter through its binding region. However,
Klf4 could not activate the expression of the luciferase reporter
(Supplemental Figure 7D). These data indicate that although Klf4
3966
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acquires a binding affinity to the Prox1 regulatory region in BECs
in response to shear stress, the employed experimental condition
was not sufficient for Klf4 to switch on the otherwise silenced
Prox1 expression in BECs.
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Figure 6. Analysis of lymphatic identity
in SC with defective AHO within beadinduced glaucoma model. (A–E) Eyes
were injected with 2 μl of microbeads
(bead diameter, 6 μm) or 2 μl of PBS, and
corneas were harvested after 7 days. (A)
Appearance of a bead-injected eye. Arrows
indicate deposited beads adjacent to SC.
(B) Comparison of IOP. n = 4, each group.
(C) IHC of SC stained for Prox1 and α-SMA
in CD31+ SC. Scale bars: 100 μm. (D and E)
Comparisons of relative Prox1 expression
and of the coverage of α-SMA+ cells by
measuring α-SMA+ area divided by CD31+ SC
area, expressed as a percentage. The relative expression of PBS was normalized to
100%, from which the relative expressions
of other groups were calculated. n = 4, each
group. *P < 0.05 versus PBS.

Next, we investigated the role of integrin β1 during SC development because integrin β1–mediated VEGFR3 phosphorylation in
response to fluid acquisition has been known to trigger LV expansion (32). After confirming the presence of integrin β1 in SC ECs,
limbal BVs, and CM (Supplemental Figure 8A), mice were i.p. treated with anti–integrin β1 functional blocking antibody (25 mg/kg)
from P1 to P6 and harvested at P7. We confirmed the antiangiogenic effect (33) caused by the suppressed growth of retinal BVs as
shown by decreased radial length of BVs and number of filopodia
(10% and 25%, respectively) compared with control mice (Supplemental Figure 8, B–D). Meanwhile, the analysis showed no differences in the SC area or expression of Prox1 and VEGFR3 (Supplemental Figure 8, E–G), indicating that the blockade of integrin β1
was not sufficient to affect the growth and lymphatic identity of SC.
VEGF-C/VEGFR3 system plays a substantial role in the early development of SC. To explore the significance of VEGF-C/
VEGFR3 signaling in SC development, we checked the expression
pattern of VEGF-C by using VEGF-C–β-gal knockin reporter mice
(Vegfc+/LacZ) (34). We observed that VEGF-C was highly expressed
in the superficial layer of the cornea and iris at P1, whereas its
expression was detected in the iris and the junctional tissue
between SC and TM during adulthood (Figure 4, A–C). In addition, compared with control mice (Vegfc+/+), Vegfc+/LacZ mice displayed delayed buddings of SC ECs from the CVs, retarded tubular
fusion, smaller SC area (38% at P1 and 38% at P7), reduced Prox1
expression (87% at P7), and markedly diminished limbal LVs
(99%) during postnatal development (Figure 4, D–F, and Supplemental Figure 9, A and B). In line with these results, we confirmed
that daily i.p. injection of soluble VEGFR3-Fc (sVEGFR3-Fc)
(25 mg/kg) from P1 to P6 markedly reduced the area of SC and
limbal LVs (68% and 69%, respectively) at P7 (Figure 4, G and

H, and Supplemental Figure 9, C and D). Regardless of the severe
outcomes of VEGF-C/VEGFR3 signaling disruption during SC
development, the SC of Vegfc+/LacZ had well-organized morphology, normalized SC area, and recovered Prox1 expression by P14
compared with Vegfc+/+ (Figure 4, D–F), whereas the limbal LVs
were still affected (Supplemental Figure 9, E and F).
Reduced AHO induces a loss of lymphatic characteristics in SC,
leading to EndMT. As AHO often decreases due to aging and pathological insults (2), we next investigated the requirement of AHO in
the maintenance of the lymphatic identity of SC in adults using the
murine eye puncture model. Puncture was made in the sclera of
adult mice daily for 7 days to decrease their IOP (Figure 5A). Compared with the SC of the control eye, the SC of the punctured eye
exhibited reduced expressions of Prox1 (43%), VEGFR3 (43%), and
Klf4 (56%), whereas they displayed increased expressions of vWF
(1.8-fold), α-SMA (8.7-fold), fibroblast-specific protein 1 (FSP-1)
(2.1-fold), vimentin (2.8-fold), and desmin (6.3-fold) (Figure 5,
B–E). We also noted that α-SMA expression was colocalized with
the CD31+ area of SC ECs in the punctured eye (Figure 5D).
To trace the fate of ECs in SC, we performed a lineage-tracing study with Prox1-CreERT2 Rosa26mTmG mice, in which Prox1expressing cells retained permanent membrane GFP expression
after tamoxifen injection. Following the daily puncture of eyes over
7 days, the GFP+ SC ECs partly exhibited FSP-1 expression, whereas
no FSP-1 expression was observed in that of control eye (Figure 5F).
These findings indicate that the ECs of SC undergo endothelialmesenchymal transition (EndMT) (35–37) when the AHO through
SC is reduced. To support our data, which suggest that AHO is critical for the maintenance of lymphatic characteristics in SC, we created an experimental glaucoma model using beads (6 μm in diameter) that blocks the AHO and elevates the IOP (38). One day after
jci.org   Volume 124   Number 9   September 2014
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Figure 7. Aged SC exhibits features of senescent endothelium and reduced AHO. (A–D) Images and
comparisons of expressions in SA β-gal, ROS, MMP-2, MMP-9, Klf4, eNOS, and perfused microbead
(bead) in SC of 2-month-old and 1-year-old mice. Arrows and arrowheads indicate expressions of
MMP-2 and MMP-9, respectively, in CD31+ SC. The relative expression of SC at 2 months was normalized to 100%, from which the relative expressions of other groups were calculated. n = 5, each
group. *P < 0.05 versus 2 months. (E) Comparisons of IOP at 2, 6, and 12 months. n = 5, each group.
Scale bars: 100 μm.
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the intraocular injection of the beads, an
accumulation of these beads was notable
around the margin of the cornea (Figure
6A). Compared with the PBS-injected eyes,
the IOP of the bead-injected eyes remained
elevated (Figure 6B), and the Prox1 expression was reduced by 57%, while the α-SMA
expression increased by 6.8-fold in their SC
(Figure 6, C–E).
Aged SC displays the features of senescent
endothelium and reduced lymphatic markers as well as increased mesenchymal markers. SCs are constantly exposed to external
stress over a lifetime (39), which suggests
that they may be undergoing the aging process faster than any other organs. In fact,
in the SC of 1-year-old mice, the activities
of senescence-associated β-gal (SA–β-gal)
and ROS were markedly upregulated in
the SC, by 4.8- and 20.3-fold, respectively,
whereas the expressions of MMP-2 and
MMP-9 in the junctional tissue between
SC and TM were downregulated by 65%
and 71%, respectively, and the AHO was
reduced by 86% along with the 57% and
67% suppressed expressions of Klf4 and
eNOS, respectively, compared with the SC
of 2-month-old mice (Figure 7, A–D). Nevertheless, no significant differences in the
IOP between the young and old mice were
detected (Figure 7E), in agreement with
previously reported knowledge (40). We
assumed that this is because uveoscleral
AHO has a greater role in mice, accounting
for approximately 80% of the total AHO,
thereby compensating for the dysfunctional
drainage through SC, unlike in humans (6).
In terms of LEC markers, compared
with the SC of 2-month-old mice, the SC of
1-year-old mice exhibited 59%, 65%, 55%,
and 67% less expression of Prox1, Prox1GFP, VEGFR3, and Itga9, respectively,
while vWF expression was 2.1-fold higher
(Figure 8, A and B). Consistent with this, we
confirmed a 62% decreased Prox1 mRNA
level in the corneal limbus, as shown by
RT-PCR (Figure 8C). These findings indicate that the lymphatic identity of the SC is
suppressed in aged mice. Furthermore, the
SC of 1-year-old mice exhibited an 11.0fold increase in α-SMA expression compared with that of 2-month-old mice (Figure 8, A and D). Most of the α-SMA+ cells
appeared to be star shaped and mimicked
fibroblasts. Furthermore, the analyses in
the SC of 1-year-old mice showed 3.0-fold
and 13.6-fold increased expressions of
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FSP-1 and desmin, respectively, both
of which were partially correlated
with α-SMA expression (Figure 8, A
and D). Collectively, senescent SC
showed analogous phenotypes to SC
in punctured eyes, which might be
manifested by the long-term suppression of AHO (Figure 9).

Discussion

Figure 8. Aged SC displays reduced lymphatic markers and increased mesenchymal markers. (A, B, and D)
Images and comparisons of expression in Prox1, Prox1-GFP, VEGFR3, Itga9, vWF, FSP-1, α-SMA, and desmin
in CD31+ SC of 2-month-old and 1-year-old mice. Arrows indicate Itga9 expression in CD31+ SC. Arrowheads
denote CD31+ limbal BVs with desmin coverage. The relative expression of SC at 2 months was normalized to
100%, from which the relative expressions of other groups were calculated. n = 5, each group. *P < 0.05 versus 2 months. (C) Comparisons of Prox1 mRNA expressions in corneal limbus. n = 5, each group. *P < 0.05
versus 2 months. Scale bars: 100 μm.

Heterogeneity and plasticity are the
two most important features of ECs
(41). ECs often respond to physiological stimuli and pathological insults by
altering their cell fates. This astonishing cell-fate plasticity is believed to
underlie the remarkable heterogeneity of ECs. ECs of SC in the eye have
long been suspected as being distinct
from BECs of the capillaries or postcapillary venules, mainly because
SC drains and carries tissue fluids
(aqueous humor), not blood, although
directly connected to BVs. Here, we
report that SC ECs originate from the
CVs and undergo a partial lymphatic
reprogramming during postnatal
development, giving rise to a novel
class of ECs that display both BEC
and LEC phenotypes. SC ECs express
a list of key lymphatic-signature
genes, such as Prox1, Vegfr3, and Itga9
(10), along with the venous marker
endomucin (18), but, most notably,
lack expressions of podoplanin and
LYVE-1 (Figure 9). In fact, it is known
that podoplanin, but not LYVE-1, is
regulated by Prox1 (41, 42). However,
the nonexistent expressions of both
genes in SC ECs, despite the presence
of Prox1 expression, is quite unusual
and striking, since podoplanin and
LYVE-1 are predominantly expressed
in capillary LECs (43, 44), raising a
possibility that SC ECs may not be
terminally differentiated from LECs
and their lymphatic phenotype may
be intermediate. This possibility is
further supported by our findings that
Prox1 expression levels in SC ECs, but
not in the limbal LVs, are dynamically
regulated by AHO and aging. Additional unusual features of SC compared with normal LVs are that it displays structural features of collecting
lymphatics (zipper-like continuous
VE-cadherin junctions, ref. 22; and
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram depicting the dynamic changes of lymphatic identities of SC during development, adulthood, and senescence. SC ECs are
postnatally transdifferentiated from BECs (VEGFR2+, Tie2+, and Prox1–) to acquire lymphatic phenotypes by the upregulation of Prox1 and increased AHO.
With ageing, senescent SC ECs, which by then have reduced AHO, start to lose lymphatic markers (Prox1, VEGFR3, and Itga9), but gain blood vessel markers (vWF) as well as mesenchymal markers (α-SMA, FSP-1, vimentin, and desmin), leading to EndMT.

collagen IV+ basement membrane, ref. 23) without luminal valves,
a hallmark of the collectors (25). All these data cohesively suggest
that SC is a specialized vascular structure that displays some lymphatic phenotypes and carries out lymphatic function, but is distinct from normal LVs (Figure 9).
Interesting similarities can be found between embryonic lymphatic development and postnatal lymphatic differentiation of SC
in terms of their formation. Both processes involve progenitor cell
migration from the veins and subsequent acquisition of lymphatic
phenotypes (45). Also, Prox1 appears to play a key role in both cellreprograming events. The differentiated progenitor cells assemble
to form new tubular structures, which later dissociate from the
veins. Our current study found that AHO is essential for all stages
of SC development as well as maintenance of its lymphatic phenotypes, which is also the case for lymphatic development (32).
However, one major difference is that while Prox1 is upregulated in
cardinal vein ECs before they migrate out during embryogenesis,
Prox1 expression begins in the primitive SC structure, not in the
CVs, at P4 and continues to increase until mice are 1 month old. In
particular, Sox18 expression was absent in SC during early postnatal development, but present in the cardinal vein during embryonic
lymphangiogenesis (26). It remains to be defined whether and how
these differences affect the cell-fate specification as well as expression of lymphatic markers such as podoplanin and LYVE-1 (41).
Importantly, Prox1 expression in SC ECs was found to be
highly sensitive to AHO; reduction in AHO induced by our surgical (ocular puncture model) or noninvasive (pharmacological)
approach consistently downregulated Prox1. Although the strategy to increase AHO with incremental IOP over a long duration
(>24 hours) was not successful, attributed to the small volume
of the eyes of pups limiting the injection of adequate amount
of aqueous humor, transiently elevated IOP tended to upregulate Prox1 and VEGFR3. Moreover, segmental heterogeneity in
Prox1 expression was also found in the normal cornea; a weaker
Prox1 expression was found in disorganized sections in SC with
decreased AHO due to lack of CM (13), which were frequently
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found adjacent to the bifurcation portion of LPCAs. Furthermore,
senescent SCs, which are similar to those of aged humans (46),
showed a deficiency of lymphatic markers and increased density of mesenchymal cells, similar to the aftermath of artificially
reduced AHO models. Previous studies reported that the inner
wall of SC is the principal site of flow resistance against AHO
(14). Furthermore, AHO resistance between SC and TM has been
found to increase with age in humans (2). Indeed, senescent ECs
in old mice involve disturbed AHO, coinciding with the dysfunction of MMP activities, which are responsible for ECM remodeling of the junction between SC and TM to maintain the appropriate AHO resistance (47). Consequently, the impairment of AHO
through SC with aging leads to suppressed lymphatic identity and
loss of EC integrity in SC. Overall, we propose that deficient AHO
negatively affects the lymphatic fate of SC ECs.
Hemodynamic forces have been postulated to maintain the
integrities of BVs (48). The importance of mechanotransduction
in response to gain of fluid was highlighted in LEC proliferation
via VEGFR3 activation (32). Previous studies comprehensively
predicted the existence of a fluid-induced mechanistic factor in
LECs (24, 49, 50). Furthermore, lymphatic vascular integrity can
be compromised by a dose-dependent Prox1 depletion in vivo and
in vitro (10, 11, 51, 52). However, the upstream pathways of Prox1
in LECs are still poorly understood, except for the Sox18 transcription factor and RAF1/ERK signaling (26, 53). In this study, we
confirmed that Klf4 is upregulated in flow-exposed dermal BECs
and LECs in vitro and in developing SC ECs in vivo (28, 54). Moreover, previous studies indicated that even if the current of aqueous humor is low, the presence of AHO itself is enough to actively
modulate the behaviors of SC ECs, which is in agreement with
our data (15). We demonstrated that Prox1 and Klf4 expressions
in SC are simultaneously modulated in a temporal manner and
are associated with AHO levels during developmental stage and
adulthood. Accordingly, we addressed that the defective integrities of SC could be explained by the plasticity of Prox1, which
was dependent on the level of AHO. However, our experimental
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conditions could not turn on the Prox1 expression in BECs. The
failure of Prox1 upregulation in BECs by the shear stress could be
due to multiple reasons: postnatal dermal BECs may not properly represent the molecular and cellular features of the primitive
BECs that differentiate to SC ECs; the magnitude or nature of the
shear stress generated in vitro may significantly differ from that of
in vivo AHO, or AHO alone, although necessary, may not be sufficient for Prox1 upregulation and lymphatic differentiation of the
primitive BECs. Further studies are needed to address the molecular basis of AHO-induced Prox1 upregulation in SC.
We found that Foxc2 in SC emerged from at least P7 and was
retained through adulthood. Foxc2 expression is triggered by oscillatory shear stress in LECs (24). Because of the absence of a valve
between SC and AV, it is postulated that the oscillatory pulse wave of
aqueous humor from AV to SC, induced by the ocular pulse, blinking, and eye movements of normal eyes (55), might be associated
with Foxc2 expression in SC. However, the heterogeneous Foxc2
expression that is only partly visible in Prox1+ SC is contrasted with
the distinct expression of that in lymphatic valve (24), thereby supporting the hypothesis of intermediate lymphatic phenotype in SC.
The senescence of SC in aged mice is quite similar to that in
aged humans (46). However, there are only few works in the literature depicting the integrity of SC ECs, except decreased densities of transendothelial pores in SC ECs, depending on AHO with
aging (56). We reveal that the impairment of the integrity of SC
ECs manifests increased numbers of mesenchymal cells, including fibroblasts and myofibroblasts, on the outer wall of SC in aged
mice or those in pathological conditions. This phenomenon can be
correlated with the higher accumulated plaque-like material (presumed to be elastic fibers produced from fibroblasts) around SC in
aged humans (57). Furthermore, the transition of SC ECs to mesenchymal cells can be interpreted as a temporary action taken to
avoid apoptosis against the sublethal cellular stress resulting from
deficient AHO (7). VEGF-C/VEGFR3 signaling is closely related
to the development of SC, where the disturbance of this signaling induces growth retardation of SC, accompanied by the same
phenotype in limbal LVs. However, the rescued morphology and
lymphatic identity of SC in VEGF-C heterozygous mice at a later
postnatal period indicates that VEGF-C is not the main growth
factor for the development of SC.
In summary, our evidence strongly points to AHO as the main
element to maintain SC integrity and identity and above all presents Prox1 as an accurate biosensor for SC. Considering our data,
which support the reliability of using Prox1 to reflect the functionality of SC, further research to detect Prox1 expression in the SC of
humans will allow for the early detection and prevention of IOPinduced pathologies such as glaucoma.

Methods

Mice. Specific pathogen–free C57BL/6J mice, Tie2-GFP (FVB/N)
mice, and R26mTmG/+ mice were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory. Prox1-GFP mice (17), Vegfc+/LacZ mice (34), and Prox1-CreERT2 mice
(58) were transferred and bred in our pathogen-free animal facilities. Prox1-GFP mice were backcrossed for 6 or more generations to
C57BL/6J. Tamoxifen (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in corn oil (SigmaAldrich), and the resulting tamoxifen solution (2 mg) was injected
into the peritoneal cavity 3 times every 2 days for adult mice aged
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8 weeks for Prox1+ cell labeling. All animals were fed ad libitum with a
standard normal diet (PMI Lab) with free access to water. For anesthesia,
mice were i.p. injected with anesthetic solution (ketamine, 40 mg/kg;
and xylazine, 5 mg/kg).
Preparations and treatments of reagents. To produce recombinant
proteins (sVEGFR3-Fc and dimeric-Fc), stable CHO cell lines that
secrete these recombinant proteins were used as previously described
(59). Recombinant proteins in supernatant were purified by column
chromatography with protein A–agarose gel (Oncogene) using acid
elution. After purification, the recombinant proteins were quantified
using the Bradford assay and confirmed by Coomassie blue staining
after SDS-PAGE. sVEGFR3-Fc (25 mg/kg) was injected daily from P1
to P6, and Fc was injected in the same manner as control. Mice were
treated with anti–integrin β1 functional blocking antibody (BD Biosciences, 25 mg/kg) or isotype-matched control antibody (BD Biosciences, 25 mg/kg) daily from P1 to P6.
Histological analyses. For H&E staining, corneas were fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). After tissue processing using
standard procedures, samples were embedded in paraffin and cut into
3-μm sections followed by H&E staining. For immunofluorescence
studies of whole-mounted or cross-sectioned corneas, eyes were fixed
with 1% PFA for 30 minutes at room temperature. The corneas were
microsurgically harvested by removing the other portions of the eye.
Tissues were washed with PBS for 5 minutes 3 times. For the crosssection, samples were additionally dehydrated in 20% sucrose solution overnight and embedded in tissue-freezing medium (Leica).
Frozen blocks were cut into 10-μm sections. IHC in whole-mounted
retinas was performed as previously described (60). The whole corneas or sectioned corneas or retinas were incubated with 1 or more of
the following antibodies: anti-CD31 (hamster monoclonal, clone 2H8;
Millipore); anti-PDGFRβ (rat monoclonal, clone APB5; eBioscience);
FITC-, or Cy3-conjugated anti–α-SMA (mouse monoclonal, clone
1A4; Sigma-Aldrich); anti-Prox1 (rabbit polyclonal; ReliaTech); antiProx1 (goat polyclonal; R&D); anti-VEGFR3 (goat polyclonal; R&D);
anti-endomucin (rat polyclonal; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.); antiItga9 (goat polyclonal; R&D); anti-podoplanin (hamster polyclonal;
AngioBio); anti–VE-cadherin (rat monoclonal, clone 11D4.1; BD Biosciences — Pharmingen); anti–LYVE-1 (rabbit polyclonal; AngioBio);
anti-collagen type IV (rabbit polyclonal; Cosmo Bio); anti-Sox18 (rabbit polyclonal; Aviva System Biology); anti-Foxc2 (sheep polyclonal;
R&D); anti–integrin β1 (rat monoclonal, clone 9EG7; BD Biosciences);
anti-CD31 (rat monoclonal, clone MEC 13.3; BD Biosciences); antiVEGFR2 (rabbit monoclonal, TO14; a gift from Rolf A. Brekken, Hamon Center for Therapeutic Oncology Research, University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas, USA); anti–phosphohistone H3 (PH3) (rabbit polyclonal; Millipore); anti–caspase-3 (rabbit polyclonal; R&D); anti-Klf4 (goat polyclonal; R&D); anti-eNOS
(mouse monoclonal; BD Bioscience); anti-vWF (rabbit polyclonal;
Chemicon); anti-vimentin (goat polyclonal; Chemicon); anti–FSP-1
(rabbit polyclonal; Abcam); anti-desmin (rabbit monoclonal, clone
Y66; Millipore); anti–MMP-2 (rabbit polyclonal; Abcam); anti–MMP-9
(goat polyclonal; R&D); and anti-TER119 (rat monoclonal, clone
TER-119; eBioscience). After several washes, the samples were incubated for 4 hours at room temperature with the following antibodies:
FITC-, Cy3- or Cy5-conjugated anti-hamster IgG antibody (Jackson
ImmunoResearch); FITC-, Cy3-, or Cy5-conjugated anti-rabbit antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch); FITC-, or Cy5-conjugated anti-rat
jci.org   Volume 124   Number 9   September 2014
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antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch); Cy3-conjugated anti-sheep IgG
antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch); Cy3-conjugated anti-goat IgG
antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch). Goat Fab fragment anti-mouse
IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch) was used to block endogenous mouse
IgG to use mouse antibody on mouse tissues.
For whole-mounted corneas or retinas, the samples were cut
radially and then mounted in fluorescent mounting medium (Vector
or DAKO). To measure the ROS level, Cell ROX Orange (Molecular
Probes) was used according to the manufacturer’s instruction. Corneas were stained with 5 μM of Cell ROX Orange and FITC-conjugated lectin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hour at 37°C. To examine β-gal activity,
the corneas were incubated with a staining solution (2 mM magnesium
chloride, 5 mM potassium ferricyanide, 5 mM potassium ferrocyanide
and 1 mg/ml 4-chloro-5-bromo-3-indolyl-β-D-galactopyranoside
[X-gal] in PBS) at 37°C for 12 hours. SA–β-gal activity was detected
with the senescence detection kit (Cell Signaling Technology) using
the manufacturer’s method. All immunofluorescent images were
acquired using a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope equipped with
argon and helium-neon lasers (Carl Zeiss). The images stained with
H&E or β-gal activity were captured by microscope equipped with
CCD camera (Carl Zeiss).
Morphometric analyses. Morphometric measurements of areas and
protein expression in SC were made on the whole-mounted or crosssectioned tissues using a photographic analysis in ImageJ software
(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij). The relative area of a SC was calculated as
a percentage of CD31+ area divided by its control area. To determine
the relative expression of Prox1 and Klf4, intensities were calculated
in the nucleus region of CD31+ SC. As for the quantification of the relative expression including Prox1-GFP, Tie2-GFP, VEGFR2, VEGFR3,
vWF, eNOS, Itga9, MMP-2, and MMP-9, intensities were measured in
the CD31+ SC area. The group with the highest intensity was normalized to 100%, from which the relative intensities of other groups were
calculated. The numbers of PH3+ and caspase-3+ ECs were counted
from the CD31+ SC area of random 0.0265 mm2 area. The percentage
of perfused beads was calculated as red beads+/FITC-CD31+ SC area
divided by the CD31+ SC area. The expression of SA–β-gal was calculated as a percentage of the SA–β-gal LacZ+ area in random 0.21 mm2
regions. The expression of ROS was analyzed as ROS+CD31+ SC area
divided by the total CD31+ SC area. The expression of α-SMA, FSP-1,
vimentin, and desmin on the outer wall of SC was calculated as a percentage of the positive area of each marker divided by CD31+ SC area.
All measurements were performed in at least 5 different SC per cornea, excluding the portion of the bifurcation of LPCAs, unless indicated otherwise. Radial length of BVs and number of filopodia in the
retina were counted as previously described (60).
Intravital imaging. A custom-built scanning laser confocal microscopy system was used for in vivo imaging. A custom-developed scanner formed of an aluminum-coated polygonal mirror (MC-5; Lincoln
Laser) and a galvanometer (6220H; Cambridge Technology) generated and delivered raster-scanning patterns to the back aperture of
the objective lens. Three photomultiplier tubes (PMT, R9110; Hamamatsu) were used as fluorescence detectors. Corneas were examined
using a ×60 objective lens, which provided a field of view of 170 μm
× 170 μm (LUMFLN, numerical aperture [NA] = 1.1; Olympus). Images were displayed and stored at an acquisition rate of 30 frames per
second with 512 × 512 pixels per frame by a custom-written software
based on the Matrox Imaging Library. Each image was generated by
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averaging the noise over 90 frames to improve contrast and signal-tonoise ratio. Multiple images obtained at different depths were merged
to clearly show the whole structure of SC.
Functional assay for AHO. To determine the rate of AHO, 500 nl
of sterilized PBS containing 1% red fluorescent microspheres (1 μm in
diameter; FluoSpheres; Molecular Probes) was injected into the anterior chamber using Nanoliter 2000 Microinjector (World Precision
Instruments) \fitted with glass capillary pipettes under anesthesia. One
hour after the injection, corneas were harvested for histologic analyses.
IOP measurement. IOPs were recorded with a tonometer (TonoLab; Tiolat) according to a previous report (61). IOP measurements
were taken immediately after the mice lost consciousness by placing
the tip of the pressure sensor approximately 1/8 inch from the central
cornea. The average IOP was obtained after 5 measurements.
Artificially induced AHO modulation models. A previous report
using a simulation model of the glaucoma surgery showed that an
ocular puncture makes most of the flow go through the orifice (62). To
generate the experimental ocular puncture model, eyes were punctured using a 31-gauge syringe needle (for postnatal mice) or 25-gauge
syringe needle (for adult mice) at the temporal side of sclera located
at around 0.5 mm (for postnatal mice) or 1 mm (for adult mice) away
from the sclerocorneal junction under anesthesia. To expose the eyes
of postnatal mice prior to puncture, excision was performed using a
surgical blade on both sides of the eyelids at the initial stage. Baseline IOPs were obtained before puncture. To prevent spontaneous
closure through wound healing, punctured sites were recanalized by
puncturing daily with the following schedules: from P3 to P5 for postnatal mice, P5 to P7 for postnatal mice, P6 for postnatal mice, from
P5 to P14 for postnatal mice, from P14 to P21 for postnatal mice, and
7 days for adult mice. For control, the surface of the opposite eye was
scratched using microscissors.
To reduce AHO pharmacologically, only 1 eye per mouse treated
topically with Cosopt (Merck & Co., Inc.), an IOP-lowering drug for
glaucoma patients (a combined agent of β-adrenergic receptor inhibitor and carbonic anhydrase inhibitor) that inhibits the aqueous humor
production in the ciliary body (27), from P5 to P7. The contralateral
eye was treated with PBS containing 0.0075% benzalkonium chloride
to be used as a control buffer. Twice daily, 5 μl of each eyedrop was
applied. IOP was obtained 1 hour after eyedrop application, and corneas were harvested at P7.
To generate experimental glaucoma models, 4 μl of 6 μm beads
(Polybead Microspheres; Polysciences Inc.), followed by 2 μl of viscoelastic solution (10 mg/ml hyaluronate sodium; Viscoat; Advanced
Medical Optics Inc.), was injected into the anterior chamber of eyes
using Nanoliter 2000 Microinjector (World Precision Instruments)
fitted with glass capillary pipettes under anesthesia (63). For controls,
PBS was injected in the same manner. Baseline IOPs were obtained
before bead injection. Posttreatment IOP recordings were taken daily.
At day 7 after bead injections, the corneas were harvested for histologic analyses. All posttreatment IOP recordings were taken daily. For
all procedures that have been mentioned thus far, 0.3% Ofloxacin eyedrops (Cravit) were given on both eyes once per day every day.
To increase AHO mechanistically, 0.5 μl of aqueous humor aspirated from donor littermate eye was injected into the anterior chamber of eyes at P6 using Nanoliter 2000 Microinjector while mice were
under anesthesia. To expose the eyes of pups prior to injection, excision was performed on both sides of eyelids. For control, the cornea of
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the opposite eye was gently punctured using a tungsten needle (diameter, 100 μm). IOP was obtained before injection, 1 hour, and 24 hours
after injection, and corneas were harvested at P7.
Reagents, cells, and culture condition for in vitro studies. Human
neonatal primary dermal BECs and LECs were isolated and cultured
as previously described (64). Laminar flow was generated to 1~2
dyne/cm2 for specified time periods using an orbital shaker as previously reported (65). Total RNA and whole-cell lysates were isolated
from primary BECs that were exposed to shear stress for 12 hours.
RNA was subjected to RNA-Seq analyses at the USC Epigenome
Center (GEO GSE58114). Adenovirus-expressing Klf4 was a gift
from Chunming Liu (University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky,
USA) (66). Primary LECs were infected with adenovirus encoding
GFP or Klf4. After 48 hours, cell lysates were obtained for Western
blot analyses. Goat anti-Klf4 antibody was purchased from R&D
Systems, and rabbit anti-Prox1 antibody was custom generated in a
commercial company.
Luciferase assay. The putative binding region of Klf4 found in the
first intron of Prox1 (chr1:212,229,489 - 212,229,614) was PCR-amplified from the genomic DNA from HEK293 cells using 2 primers (ATTGCTAGCAACCCCATCCTTCCGATCTC; CCCAATTCCCATTAGC
CCAGA). The PCR fragments were digested with NheI and XhoI
and directionally cloned into the NheI/XhoI sites of pGL3-Promoter
(Promega Corp.). The resulting vector was named pGL3-promoter/
enhancer. HEK293 cells were cotransfected with a combination of
pGL3-promoter or pGL3-promoter/enhancer with an empty control
vector (pcDNA3) or pCS2-FLAG-KLF4. After 48 hours, the cells were
harvested and luciferase activity was determined and normalized
based on total protein amount used.
ChIP. Primary LECs were cultured under the static or laminar flow
condition for 12 hours and immediately subjected to ChIP as previously described (64) using anti-Klf4 antibody or control IgG. Sequences
for the primers used are as follows: primer set 1: GAGCCTCCCATTACTCAGACC; GAGGCTCCCGCTTAGAAACT; primer set 2:
TTGTTCTTTTGAGCCCTGCCATGTGAGTTC; CCTCCACCTGCT
GCCTAAAGT).
RNA extraction and real-time RT-PCR analysis. The SC portions
of corneas were harvested from eyes through removal of conjunctiva
and the center portion of cornea to exclude limbal LVs. Total RNA was
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